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Brief Introduction 

RBT refers to reinforced barbed tape. RBT razor wire is actually the reinforced straight version of 

concertina razor wire.

At SKYHALL® Fence, the RBT razor wire is made of low carbon steel wire. A number of sharp razors 

are placed at equal distances on the RBT razor wire. Its surface is pre hot dipped galvanized to fight 

against corrosion thus providing longer service.

The RBT razor wire can be added to the top of fences as a spare part or used alone as security fencing. 

They are quite popular among worldwide markets, especially India.
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RBT RAZOR WIRE
Upgrade Your Metal Fences to a Higher 

Security Level With RBT Razor Wires.
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CORE WIRE DIAMETER RAZOR BLADE THICKNESS RAZOR TYPE

SURFACE TREATMENT

RBT RAZOR WIRE

PRE HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED
SS316
SS304
SS410

2.0-2.5 0.3-0.6

BTO-10   BTO-13
BTO-18   BTO-22
BTO-25   BTO-27

BTO-30

The multiple blades of RBT razor wire are designed to prevent intrusion 

and will result in serious cuts to anyone attempting to trespass. Hence, 

they are widely used in some places where high security is needed.

Due to the lightweight and durable low carbon steel material, RBT razor 

wires do not wear down easily. This will cut your cost on fence mainte-

nance largely.

RBT razor wires could be combined with various fences like chain link 

fences, palisade fences, welded wire fences to become a high security 

fence system.

Various types of razors are available at SKYHALL® Fence for the welded 

razor wire mesh to be used in different projects. 

RBT razor wires are pre hot dipped galvanized to fight against corrosion 

and provide longer service.

CUSTOMIZED specifications acceptable.

SKYHALL® Fence was established to provide a one-stop solution for metal fencing products,  such as security fences,  temporary fences,  decorative  

fences, and pedestrian fences to accomplish our customers’ fencing projects at the lowest costs and the highest reliability. If you want to know more 

about us, please visit our website www.skyhallfence.com    
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